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POSSIBILITY OF A WHITE DWARF AS THE ACCRETING COMPACT
STAR IN Cl Cam (XTE J0421-h560)

Manabii Ishida,^ Kazuyuki Morio,^ and Yoshihiro Ueda^

RESUMEN
Aunque Cl Cain, la cual prosonto uria explosion en abril de 1998, ha sido considerada como una fuente transitoria 
de rayos X suaves (SXT) que alberga un agujero negro, posee a la vez ciertas caracteristicEis que dificilmente 
pueden haeerla eneajar ckaitro del grupo de SXT. En este articulo proponemos una enana blanca como la 
estrella central acreciente en Cl Cam.

ABSTRACT
Although Cl Cam, which showed an outburst in April 1998, has been regarded as a soft X-ray transient (SXT) 
harboring a black hole, it has some characteristics that can hardly be reconciled with the SXT picture. In this 
paper, we propose a white dwarf as the central accreting star in Cl Cam.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Cl Cam was discovered in an outburst on 1998 

March 31 (Smith et al. 1998) with the All-sky Moni
tor onboard Rossi X-ray Timing Explorer. Its X-ray 
flux reached tlu' peak of ~2 Crab on April 1.04. On 
the basis of the updated distance to Cl Cam of 5- 
9 kpc (Robinson ct al. 2002; Hynes et al. 2002), the 
burst peak luminosity in the 2 25 keV band results 
in Lx = (3 —10) X 10'^̂ ('i g s“ E A high ratio of this X- 
ray luminosity to that of optical leads Robinson et al.
(2002) to conchuh' that Cl Cam is a new soft X-ray 
transient (SXT) harboring a black hole (BH). The 
outburst of Cl C'ain, however, showed several char
acteristics that have never been sec'ii from any other 
BH SXT. First, tlu' decay of X-ray flux from the 
peak is quick with an e-folding time of order a day, 
which is too short for th(' BH SXTs (several tens of 
days), and is accompanied with no short-term flick
ering (Belloni et al. 1999). Second, the burst peak 
occurs later in a longer wa\’ebaiid (Frontera et al. 
1998). This is reminiscent of ejected gas showing a 
transition from an optically' thick to thin state due to 
expansion. The SXT outburst is, on the other hand, 
understood as an accretion event. Finally, the hard 
X-ray spectra taken by ASCA (Ueda et al. 1998) and 
Beppo-SAX (Orr et al. 1998) within three days since 
the outburst onset showed the optically thin nature.

In this paper we will show some pieces of evidence 
indicating that the central object of Cl Cam is a 
white dwarf (WD). Refer to Ishida et al. (2004) in 
more detail of this proceeding paper.

2. OBSERVATIONS AND RESULTS
2.1. ASCA X-ray Spectrum in Quiescence

In Fig. 1 shown are the ASCA  spectra of Cl Cam
taken during 1999 February 19-20. They are un
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Fig. 1. ASCA spectra of Cl Cam in quiescence. Left and 
right panels are from the GIS and the SIS, respectively.

ambiguously composed of two components separated 
at around 2-3 keV. Of them, the hard component, 
which originates from the accreting compact object, 
is most naturally interpreted as the optically thin 
thermal plasma emission owing to a strong iron K a 
emission line. This is a characteristic of cataclysmic 
variables, accreting WD binaries.

2.2. ASCA X-ray Data in Outburst
The ASCA SIS light curve on 1998 April 3 in 

the 0.5-1.0 keV band is shown in Fig. 2. This soft 
band light curve is characterized by sudden appear
ance of a soft component independent of the under
lying hard component which decays exponentially.
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Fig. 2. ASCA SISO light curve in the 0.5-1.0 keV band 
in outburst.
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Fig. 3. ASCA SIS spectra of Cl Cam in the hve flare 
phases delineated in Fig. 2.

The spectra of the seven data segments (flare 1-5 
and non-flare 1-2) up to 3 keV are shown in Fig. 3. 
From spectral fitting, it is found that the soft com
ponents are characterized by a black body overlaid 
with hydrogenic and He-like Oxygen K-edges. The 
temperatures vary within the range 0.07-0.12 keV, 
and the peak (flare 5 phase) bolometric luminosity 
is consistent with 10^®ergs“ .̂ All of these charac
teristics are common with super-soft sources (SSSs) 
that host a WD as the central accreting object, for 
example, CAL 87 (Asai et al. 1998; Ebisawa et al. 
2001).

2.3. Distance Estimation from Optical Light curve

Since a nova, whose outburst is a thermo-nuclear 
flash on the surface of an accreting WD, hcis been 
known to show the properties of a SSS in the declin
ing pha.se (Krautter et al. 1996; Starrfield et al. 2000; 
Orio et al. 2002), it seems possible to interpret the

outburst of Cl Cam as a nova outburst. It is well 
known that there is a tight correlation between the 
burst peak absolute magnitude and the burst decay 
time (e.g. Cohen (1988)). The nova hypothesis can 
thus be tested by c'st imat iiig the distance based on an 
optical decaying light curve, which we took from XT- 
NET database. As a result, the distance' to Cl Cam 
is obtained to be 4.5 17.4 kpc, which is consistc'iit 
with the updated distance' e'stimat e' of 5 9 kpc.

3. SUMMARY

The hard X-ray e'lnission above' 2 keV in qui
escence is likely to be' an oi)tically thin thermal 
plasma emission, which is a characteristic of cata
clysmic variables, accreting WD binaries. The out
burst spectrum within thre'e' eiays from the onset 
shows a soft X-ray component which re'se'inbles that 
of SSSs. Since a nova is known to show the' char
acteristics of SSSs in the' ele.'clining phase, we' have 
assumed a nova outburst for Cl C’am and have e'sti- 
mated the distance by referring to the optical elce av 
light curve. The resulting distance is consistent with 
that updated with other method. All these re'sults 
indicate that the central object of Cl Cam is a WD.
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